Research on security warnings consistently points to habituation as a key reason why users ignore security warnings. However, because habituation as a mental state is difficult to observe, previous research has examined habituation indirectly by observing its influence on security behaviors. This study addresses this gap by using functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) to open the "black box" of the brain to observe habituation as it develops in response to security warnings. Our results show a dramatic drop in the visual processing centers of the brain after only the second exposure to a warning, with further decreases with subsequent exposures. To combat the problem of habituation, we designed a polymorphic warning that changes its appearance. We show in two separate experiments using fMRI and mouse cursor tracking that our polymorphic warning is substantially more resistant to habituation than conventional warnings. Together, our neurophysiological findings illustrate the considerable influence of human biology on users' habituation to security warnings.
INTRODUCTION
Warning messages are one of the last lines of defense in computer security and are fundamental to users' security interactions with technology. Consequently, researchers have actively sought to understand how users interact with security warnings and why warnings are so pervasively ignored [3] . A key contributor to the disregard of security warnings is habituation-i.e., the diminishing of attention because of frequent exposure to warnings [16] . Although habituation has been inferred as a factor in many securitywarning studies [e.g., 23 ], little research has examined habituation in the context of security directly because habituation as a mental state is difficult to observe using conventional methods. Therefore, there is a gap in our understanding regarding how habituation to security warnings occurs in the brain, limiting researchers' efforts to design warnings that can mitigate its effects.
This study addresses this gap by using functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) to open the "black box" of the brain to observe habituation to security warnings. Specifically, we point to the repetition suppression (RS) effect, the reduction of neural responses to stimuli that are repeatedly viewed, as the neurological manifestation of habituation. By investigating how RS occurs in the brain, we can take a more precise approach to the design of security warnings that are resistant to the effects of habituation. Accordingly, the research objectives of this paper are: to (1) investigate how and where in the brain habituation develops in response to security warnings and (2) design a security warning that is substantially more resistant to habituation than the status quo.
We investigate these research objectives in two experiments. In Study 1, we designed a polymorphic warning that demonstrated substantially more resistance to habituation as compared to conventional warnings in the relevant brain regions. In Study 2, we use mouse tracking as a surrogate for attention to cross-validate that the polymorphic warning is more resistant to habituation in a more ecologically valid scenario.
BACKGROUND INFORMATION
Research frequently points to the role of habituation in the failure of warnings [e.g., 22 ]. For example, users click through 50% of SSL warnings in 1.7 seconds, a finding that "is consistent with the theory of warning fatigue" [1] . In another study, habituation was proposed to explain why only 14% of participants recognize changes in the content of confirmation dialogs [4] . These studies and others, however, do not directly measure habituation as a mental state; rather, they indirectly measure habituation by observing users' responses to warnings. Therefore, measuring the occurrence of habituation in the brain through neuroscience instruments (e.g., fMRI) presents an opportunity to quantify the antecedents, onset, and impacts of habituation on security-warning behavior.
Neuroscience allows researchers to open the "black box" of cognition by directly observing the brain. Using neuroscience methodologies holds promise for "providing a richer account of user cognition than that which is obtained from any other source, including the user himself" [20] . We define neurosecurity as applying neuroscience to behavioral information security to better understand and improve users' security behaviors. One ultimate goal of neurosecurity is to design more effective user interfaces (UIs) that can help users make informed decisions [25] .
fMRI is a method of choice in neuroscience because of its superior ability to identify areas of the brain that are activated during decision making. fMRI measures neural activity by tracking changes in the level of blood oxygenation, which are driven by changes in the metabolic demands of active neural populations. This phenomenon is known as the blood oxygen level dependent (or BOLD) effect. By measuring changes in blood flow to different brain regions, researchers can identify distinct brain regions where activity is correlated with specific cognitive processes. Thus, fMRI is well suited to investigate how habituation to security warnings occurs in the brain.
Repetition Suppression: A Neuroscience View of Habituation
The neural underpinnings of habituation have been well studied in the context of simple behavior in model organisms. For example, a series of now-classic studies using sea slugs demonstrated that neural responses to a given stimulus decrease with repeated exposures to that stimulus [17] . This kind of RS to repeated stimuli has also been observed in humans across a variety of brain regions and experimental situations [for review, see 13].
The exact cause and purpose of RS may vary according to brain region. In the visual processing system, RS appears to be related to repetition priming and may reflect the facilitation of stimulus processing with repeated exposures [9] . This type of response is highly influenced by the similarity of the repeated stimuli, where a more robust RS is associated with more similar stimuli [18] .
Moreover, research has found that neural measures can be more sensitive than behavioral measures to RS effects [21] . Therefore, the RS effect is an effective way to assess the underlying neural computational processes of behavior. In this study, we utilized the differential RS effect in various brain regions to map the sensitivity of those regions to stimulus repetition of security warnings.
Our objective is to design a security warning implementation that is substantially more resistant to habituation than the status quo. Several approaches have been suggested to increase attention to security warnings and thus reduce habituation. For example, following design guidelines found in the warning literature, researchers have designed and tested a variety of warning attractors [e.g., 2]. These studies demonstrated that habituation can be reduced through UI design.
Wogalter states, "habituation can occur even with welldesigned warnings, but better designed warnings with salient features can slow the habituation process. Where feasible, changing the warning's appearance may be useful in reinvigorating attention switch previously lost because of habituation" [27] . In line with this reasoning, polymorphic warnings-i.e., warnings that change their appearance to reduce habituation-have been suggested as a way to reduce habituation. For example, [5] found that study participants who received software warning dialogs with randomized options opened risky e-mail attachments significantly less than those who received conventional warnings.
Despite this finding, it is not clear whether polymorphic warnings actually mitigate habituation, as past studies have not measured habituation directly. Furthermore, research has only tested polymorphic warnings that randomize options in dialog boxes, acknowledging that "the design space for polymorphic dialogs is vast" [5] . It is therefore unknown which types of polymorphic warnings are most effective at reducing the effects of habituation. Thus, our research objectives are to (1) use fMRI to determine whether a polymorphic warning design is able to reduce RS in the brain in response to repeated exposure to security warnings and (2) identify the polymorphic variations that are most effective in reducing the RS effect.
Hypothesis
Polymorphic warnings garner more attention over time due to the novelty of their changing appearance. Changing appearance of the warning reinvigorates attention [27] 
STUDY 1: FMRI
We conducted an fMRI laboratory experiment to test our hypothesis following the guidelines of Dimoka [10] . fMRI was selected because of its high spatial resolution, which makes it an ideal choice for determining brain regions involved in specific cognitive functions. fMRI uses the same equipment as clinical MRIs and is equally noninvasive; it also measures activity in the whole brain in a grid comprised of three-dimensional pixels (or voxels) that are 3 mm to a side, approximately every 2 seconds.
In order to test our hypothesis, we first developed a polymorphic warning implementation. To do so, we relied on the warning science literature [e.g., 27] to develop 12 graphical variations to a warning dialog expected to capture attention. Our polymorphic warning artifact rotated through the graphical variations on each subsequent exposure. The variations are displayed in Figure 3 .
fMRI Procedures
Participants were given a verbal briefing about the MRI procedures and the task. Participants laid down on their backs on the fMRI table and had a volume coil placed over their heads to allow imaging of the entire brain (see Figure  1 ). They were then moved via the fMRI table into the MRI scanner. Participants viewed the experimental images on a large monitor at the opening of the MRI scanner by use of a mirror placed over their face. The monitor was configured to display images in reverse so that they appeared normal when viewed through the mirror. The technical details of the fMRI scans, experimental procedures, and data analyses are documented in the appendix. 
Experimental Design
We created a unique set of 560 images for each participant. Forty images of general software applications (such as Microsoft Word or Mozilla Firefox) were displayed one time each. These images created a baseline of unique presentations throughout the task that served as our fMRI contrast. Of a pool of 40 warning images, 20 were selected randomly by computer algorithm to receive the polymorphic treatment and the other 20 were given the static treatment. The polymorphic warnings were shown one time each per variation (for a total of 13 unique images per warning), and the same static warnings were shown 13 times. The 560 images were randomized for each participant across five blocks of 6.5 minutes each (with a 2-minute break in between) in order to relieve participants' fatigue during the task. Participants were shown images for 3 seconds each with a 0.5-second inter-stimulus interval.
Experimental Task
Before being placed inside the fMRI scanner, participants were given an fMRI button box (see Figure 2 ) to indicate if each image shown was (1) identical to one seen before the task, (2) similar yet different from one seen previously in the task, or (3) new, never seen before in the task. This process was used to provide behavioral performance data that ensured that participants were appropriately engaged in the task. Our subsequent analysis of the responses ("old", "similar", and "new") to each stimulus type (novel, static, polymorphic manipulations) revealed that participants performed the task as expected. At the conclusion of the fMRI scan, participants were led to an adjoining room to complete a brief posttest survey. To ensure manipulation validity, the posttest survey included a manipulation check asking if the participants noticed the variations in the images. All but one of the participants reported that they noticed the experimental treatment, indicating that they were on the whole successfully manipulated.
Participants
Twenty-five participants were recruited from the university community. We screened participants to require MRI compatibility, native English speakers, corrected-normal visual acuity, and right-handedness and excluded those with color-blindness or who were taking psychotropic medications. All participants were given an informed consent form to sign in accordance with the university's institutional review board (IRB) protocol. Of the 25 participants, 21 were male and 4 were female. Participant age ranged from 20-27 years of age with a mean age of 23.68 years. Participants were paid $25 for approximately 1 hour in the scanner.
Data Analysis
We first performed an ANOVA on the fMRI data with stimulus type (polymorphic, static) and repetition number as factors. We found four regions where there was a stimulus type × repetition number interaction, indicating that these regions reacted differently to repeated exposures to static and polymorphic warnings. Two regions, the left and right superior parietal cortex ( Figure 4 , upper panels) have been implicated in attentional processing [7] . In these regions, activation was higher for polymorphic than for static warnings, consistent with sustained attention and reduced repetition suppression for the polymorphic warnings. The other two regions, bilateral medial prefrontal cortex and the left retrosplenial cortex ( panels), have both been implicated in memory retrieval processes and as nodes in the default mode network (DMN) [6] .In both regions, activation was higher for static than for polymorphic images for later presentations, consistent with either increased recognition memory processes or increased default mode activation for static but not for polymorphic warning images. Thus, our hypothesis was supported.
We also examined the specific polymorphic warnings collapsing across presentation order to determine which polymorphic variations were the most resistant to the RS effect. Accordingly, we examined the specific polymorphic warnings collapsing across presentation order to determine which polymorphic variations were most resistant to the RS effect. To quantify the most resistant variations for use in Study 2, we performed a t-test contrasting polymorphic and static warning images. Resulting statistical parameter maps were thresholded using a false-discovery rate of .05 and a spatial extent threshold of 1,080 mm 3 . The largest cluster of activation comprised bilateral visual processing streams (including occipital, dorsal parietal, and inferior temporal lobes). Mean fMRI activations in this cluster for each polymorphic variation were then compared against the mean activation for static images (collapsed across repetitions) and ranked. Figure 5 depicts the mean beta fMRI activation for each polymorphic variation. Each manipulation had significantly greater fMRI activation than static images (Bonferroni-corrected p-value = .0038) with the exception of the "border" manipulation (p=.009). The highest scoring variations ("jiggle", "scale", "window color", and "symbol") were selected for Study 2. Error bars represent standard error of the mean.
STUDY 2: MOUSE CURSOR TRACKING
The results of Study 1 demonstrated that polymorphic warnings substantially reduced the occurrence of RS compared with conventional static warnings. However, constraints inherent in the fMRI method necessarily introduced artificiality into Study 1 that limited its ecological validity (e.g., participants must lie still in a supine position, view images rather than naturally interact with a computer). To address this limitation, we designed a behavioral laboratory experiment in which participants responded to security warnings in the natural course of completing a task on their personal laptops. To measure attention given to the warning, we analyzed users' mouse cursor movement (i.e., how a person responded using the laptop touchpad) through an embedded JavaScript library, which collected the x, y coordinates and timestamp of each movement at a millisecond precision rate and sent them to a web service for post hoc analysis. Although there is no causal link between the neural activation in Study 1 and the mouse tracking behavior in Study 2, both neurophysiological methods serve to corroborate each other.
We selected Google Chrome extension permission warnings as the warning type. During the course of the experiment, participants were required to search for, install, and evaluate 20 weather extensions for usability and aesthetics. Because a permission warning is displayed whenever a Google extension is installed, participants also received 20 permission warnings. In this way, they were naturally habituated while completing the task.
Experimental Design
Two experimental manipulations were included in the experiment. First, participants were randomly assigned the polymorphic warning treatment or the static warning treatment (a between-subject manipulation). The polymorphic treatment group randomly utilized the four most effective variations identified in Study 1 ( Figure 5 ). The control group received conventional warnings that did not change their appearance. Second, the content of the warnings was randomly manipulated between reasonable and unreasonable permission requests (a within-subject manipulation) to motivate participants to read the warnings.
Ethics
The university IRB approved a deception protocol in which we led participants to believe that their objective was to evaluate Google Chrome extensions. Additionally, we received permission to perform a man-in-the-middle attack to spoof Google.com search results in order to ensure that only our experimental Chrome extensions were installed. After the experiment, participants were debriefed and told the true purpose of the experiment and assured that the extensions did not gather any personal information.
Experimental Task
To heighten perceived risk, participants were asked to use their personal laptop and were required to read the following disclaimer: "The researchers have not tested all possible weather extensions that you may encounter. The university is not responsible for any potential malicious software that may be installed as a result of this study. Each participant has the responsibility to use good judgment in deciding which extensions to install and evaluate."
Next, participants were asked to use Chrome and search Google.com to find 20 different weather extensions and evaluate them usability and aesthetics. However, as previously stated, we performed a man-in-the-middle attack to manipulate the Google search results. If a query related to Chrome weather extensions was shown, the search returned our spoofed results. Each of the links in the spoofed results pointed to sites under our control with legitimate URLs. Our Chrome extension transparently redirected HTTPS traffic to HTTP to avoid SSL certificate errors. Finally, we caused traffic to the Chrome Web Store to redirect to a "down for maintenance" page. Consequently, participants were required to use the in-line Chrome extension installation process on individual web sites.
The manipulated Google search results included more than 40 different weather extensions. Participants were only required to evaluate 20 of these, and only 3 of these at random presented an unreasonable permission warning. If a participant received a permission warning requesting unreasonable permissions, the participant was free to not install the extension. Participants had ample time to go back to the Google search results to find an alternative extension.
Participants
Eighty students from the university community participated in the study. Technical limitations on a few participants' laptops inhibited data collection of the mousing data. As a result, we had analyzable data from 76 participants across 1,466 warnings (40 in the treatment group and 36 in the control group). Approximately 63% of the participants were male, and the average age was 22.35 years. The participants were paid $7.50 for the 45-minute task. 
Data Analysis
We analyzed users' mouse cursor movements to measure attention given to the warning, and thereby habituation. Research has repeatedly shown that the mouse cursor denotes where users' devote their attention, following the eye when navigating a webpage [14] . Attention given to information (e.g., warning information) can be inferred through a collection of mouse cursor movement statistics. For example, area-under-the-curve (AUC) is often used to denote attention [12] . AUC is the geometric area between a user's movement trajectory and a straight line connecting the user's starting point when a warning is shown and the final destination point (e.g., the button the user clicks to dismiss the warning) [see 12 for calculations]. When information from a warning catches users' attention, it causes them to deviate from this straight line as the cursor moves toward the warning information. AUC is a measure of total deviation from the idealized response trajectory or, in other words, total attention given to other information [12] . Other indicators of attention include people moving greater distance as they explore the warning, initially accelerating more slowly as they process information, changing directions more often while exploring a warning, moving more slowly indicating increased cognitive processing, and having greater click latency indicating increased cognitive processing. Although inferring attention through one statistic alone can be challenging, interpreting all the statistics together provides strong support of attentional changes.
To explore the influence of polymorphic warnings on mouse cursor movement indicators of attention and thereby habituation, we constructed a linear mixed-effects model, accounting for the repeated nature of the data nested within each participant. To model habituation across multiple warning exposures, we included a fixed effect of the warning order number in the model. The participant identifier was included as a random effect to allow variability across participants. The model included a fixed effect for whether participants were in the treatment group. In addition, the model contained a fixed effect for whether the warning cautioned that the add-on was requesting reasonable information or unreasonable information (coded as isMalicious). As participants were allowed to naturally complete the task for ecological validity, they could potentially revisit websites, reinstall extensions, and see the warning for those extensions again. Hence, a fixed effect was also included regarding whether the warning was being reinstalled. The model included interaction terms for treatment × Order and isMalicious × Order. AUC, initial acceleration, direction changes, movement speed, and click latency were included as dependent variables.
The results are shown in Table 1 and support the results of the fMRI study. The warning order number was significantly correlated with all of the mousing statistics in the predicted directions, suggesting that habituation increased with subsequent exposures (i.e., with warning order number). The use of polymorphic warnings was also significantly correlated with all of the mousing statistics in the predicted directions, suggesting that people habituate less when polymorphic warnings are shown. Chi-squared shown in cells, df = 1 for all tests * p < .05, ** p < .01, ***p < .001, ns = not significant In addition, the results suggest that people habituate more slowly when polymorphic warnings were shown (the interaction between treatment and order was significantly correlated with all of the statistics except for click latency).
Mousing
Three additional variables were included in the model. First, we explored whether the content of the warning influenced habituation (isMalicious). Interestingly, the content of the warning did not influence habituation for any of the statistics. This finding suggests that changing the content of a warning may not be enough to deter the influence of habituation. Likewise, the interaction between isMalicious and Order of the warning did not significantly influence any of the statistics, suggesting that the content of the message may not decrease habituation even during early encounters. Finally, if an extension was being reinstalled, it influenced all of the statistics.
To further elaborate on how polymorphic warnings influence attention in terms of users' mouse cursor movements, Table 2 displays the population means, standard deviations, and effect sizes of each mousing statistic for the static warning treatment group and the polymorphic warning treatment group.
GENERAL DISCUSSION
This paper makes several contributions. First, in Study 1, we extended previous research on habituation by using neuroscience to observe habituation as it occurs in the context of human-computer interaction (HCI). Additionally, this study demonstrated how the RS effect can be directly measured in the brain using fMRI. Whereas previous HCI research measured habituation indirectly by observing its effects, such as inattentive behaviors [4] , this study measured habituation directly as it occurs in the brain. Specifically, we showed how using a simple, repeated exposure, experimental design can permit researchers to detect the existence and size of the RS effect using the BOLD response. Using this method, we illustrated the precipitous drop in visual processing after only one repeated exposure and a large overall drop after 13 exposures. These results can provide researchers with a useful baseline of the RS effect in response to security warnings for future research.
Second, we demonstrated in Study 1 that polymorphic warnings are more resistant to RS than static warnings. Although polymorphic warnings have been proposed before [5] , previous polymorphic variations were limited to the repositioning of options on the warning dialog. In contrast, this study utilized warning science literature to derive 12 polymorphic variations that can be generically applied to a wide variety of security warnings (see Figure  3) .
Additionally, past research has not examined the influence of polymorphic warnings on habituation (either directly or indirectly) but rather measured frequency of risk-taking behavior. Therefore, it was previously unknown whether polymorphic warnings could indeed reduce habituation. We addressed this research gap by establishing that polymorphic warnings reduce the occurrence of RS to be significantly below that of conventional static warnings.
Third, we analyzed the fMRI data to select the polymorphic variations that were most effective in reducing RS. In this way we were able to identify the four most effective variations (see Figure 5 ) from our set.
Fourth, the results of the mouse cursor tracking experiment corroborated our fMRI findings. Specifically, we found that that polymorphic warnings resulted in both reduced habituation (as evidenced by the main effect) and slower habituation (as indicated by the interaction effect of the polymorphic treatment and the warning display order) compared with static warnings. According to Dimoka et al., "no single neurophysiological measure is usually sufficient on its own, and it is advisable to use many data sources to triangulate across measures" [11] . Using two complimentary neurophysiological measures allowed us to compensate for weaknesses inherent in each method. For example, the mouse cursor tracking method allowed us to implement the polymorphic warning UI artifact and test it within a natural task on participants' own personal computers, significantly enhancing the ecological validity of this research. Finally our methodology is itself a contribution in that it illustrates the usefulness of applying neuroscience to the domain of security and HCI generally. Because automatic or unconscious mental processes underlie much of human cognition and decision making, they likely play an important role in a number of other security behaviors, such as security education, training, and awareness (SETA) programs, password use, and information security policy compliance. Additionally, neuroscience methods have the potential to lead to the development of more complete behavioral security theories and guide the design of more effective security interventions.
LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH
This research is subject to a number of limitations. First, both studies used laboratory experiments that necessarily introduced artificiality into their respective tasks. In particular, the current technology of fMRI limits the flexibility and realism of experimental tasks. Fortunately, these problems in the fMRI study were at least partially compensated for by the mouse cursor tracking study in which participants conducted a much more ecologically valid task. However, we leave to future research the application of field methodologies that can achieve greater levels of external validity.
Second, although we presented strong evidence that the polymorphic warning reduces habituation behavior, we did not demonstrate that it leads to lower click-through behavior [25] . This was due to our chosen context of permission warnings and our associated experimental design. For some security warnings, inappropriate clickthrough behavior can be determined objectively. For example, in the case of web browser malware warnings, the false positive rate is extremely low [1] . Thus, users' choice to ignore these warnings can be objectively labeled as inappropriate. In contrast, in the context of privacy permission warnings, labeling inappropriate click-through behavior is difficult because privacy concerns vary by individual and are subjective [19] . Therefore, clicking through a permission warning for one person may be due to carelessness, whereas for another the same choice may be the result of considered deliberation. For this reason, we selected the mouse cursor tracking measures as our dependent variables in Study 2 because they directly and objectively measure habituation-the focus of this study. We leave to future research to investigate whether polymorphic warnings reduce click-through behavior in other contexts.
CONCLUSION
Users' habituation to security warnings is pervasive, and is often attributed to users' carelessness and inattention [15] . However, we demonstrate that habituation is largely obligatory as a result of how the brain processes familiar visual stimuli. A chief implication of our results is that because habituation occurs unconsciously at the neurobiological level, interventions designed to encourage greater attention and vigilance on the part of users-such as SETA programs-are incomplete on their own. Our findings suggest that a complimentary solution is to develop UI designs that are less susceptible to habituation. We show that the polymorphic warning artifact developed in this study is one such effective design. Our results point to future research opportunities for security interventions that take into account the biology of the user.
